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experience a cooler adventure
Chilly Moose is a family-owned national leader of high performance 
outdoor coolers and insulated drinkware, designed by Canadians for 
life in the great Canadian outdoors.

Founders Kristi and Paul Greco spend their life together sharing a 
passion for adventure and exploration. They created Chilly Moose 
with a focused vision - combine innovation, style and performance 
into premium outdoor products Canadians would be proud to call 
their own.

protect what we cherish 

Our love of preserved Parks, Canadian 
wilderness and easy access to clean water 
fuels our desire to fiercely protect them all. 
Our efforts to combat the global “buy and 
toss” habit is a driving force behind Chilly 
Moose. Our products are designed to last 
as long as you do. Choosing to purchase 
reusable drinkware is one small but 
impactful act we can all take to help stop  
the cycle of single-use plastics.

Chilly Moose is a proud committed partner 
of Ontario Parks and Scouts Canada to 
help continue their efforts in protecting 
important Canadian eco-systems and 
educating future generations.



tree canada 
For over four years our trusted distribution partner, Georgian Bay Leisure, has 
been a committed supporter of Tree Canada’s National Greening Program.

The National Greening Program is mass seedling plantings across Canada where 
there is a need for reforestation or afforestation. In addition to the restoration 
of forests and wildlife habitats, trees planted through the Program contribute to 
cleaner air, cleaner soil and cleaner waterways.

Does every Chilly Moose Cooler come with a tree?
Well, sort of... Here’s how it works:

For every 25L or 35L Chilly Moose cooler sold at an authorized Chilly Moose 
retailer, our friends at Georgian Bay Leisure will donate one tree for planting. For 
every 55L or 75L Chilly Moose cooler sold, two trees will be planted. Tree Canada 
makes every effort to plant trees in the same region of Canada where each 
cooler is sold.

So, while your Chilly Moose cooler won’t actually have a tree in it, you can be 
proud that your purchases help support healthy forests across Canada.



From the dense boreal forests of the North to the ancient 
giants of the West and everywhere in between, Canada 
is blanketed by vast expanses of sun-speckled green 
landscapes. Our newest exclusive colour, Georgian Forest, 
pays tribute to Canada’s majestic woodlands.

georgian
forest



GEORGIAN FOREST
2024 DEALER EXCLUSIVE



chilly moose coolers
The ultimate ice box built for the Canadian 
wilderness. Maximum ice retention and granite 
tough durability in a range of iconic colours - Chilly 
Moose coolers are designed to withstand all your 
great outdoor adventures.

FEATURES
• Granite-tough rotomolded construction
• Foam pressure-injected insulated walls
• Industry leading ice retention
• Form-fitted interlock lid system
• Heavy-duty handles and latches
• Stay-dry, no-sweat exterior
• Wildlife resistant construction

COLOURS

Blaze Orange

Canoe Red

Georgian Forest *New!

Great Lakes 

Limestone

Moonstone

Southampton

Tobermory



25L CHILLY ICE BOX
The 25L Chilly Ice Box is a handy companion built to 
handle everything from a relaxing day on the water to the 
rowdiest dock party. Just the right size to pack all your day 
trip provisions or night time libations.

FEATURES

• Heavy-duty stainless comfort handle
• Quick drain release valve

SPECS

Exterior (LxWxH) 42.5 x 33.2 x 33 cm 
  (16.7 x 13.1 x 13 in)
Interior (LxWxH) 37 x 27 x 27 cm 
  (14.6 x 10.6 x 10.6 in)
Empty Weight 5.8 kg (12.8 lb)

MSRP
$239.99

12L HARBOUR BUCKET
We call it a bucket, but really it’s your best outdoor 
buddy. Tried and tested for maximum chill, durability and 
functionality. The Harbour Bucket is a fan-favourite and #1 
selling cooler - innovative, great value and oh so fun!

FEATURES

• Heavy-duty adjustable shoulder strap
• Toggle latch for a tighter seal

SPECS

Exterior (LxWxH) 32.5 x 31.5 x 32 cm 
  (12.8 x 12.4 x 12.6 in)
Interior (LxWxH) 24.6 x 23.6 x 26 cm 
  (9.7 x 9.3 x 10.2 in)
Empty Weight 2.9 kg (6.4 lb)

MSRP
$129.99

8.5up to 
65 hrs

17

22up to 
5 days

40

CRBO12
Blaze Orange

CRBO25
Blaze Orange

CRLS12
Limestone

CRLS25
Limestone

CRCR12
Canoe Red

CRCR25
Canoe Red

CRMS12
Moonstone

CRMS25
Moonstone

CRGF12
Georgian Forest

CRGL12
Great Lakes

CRGF25
Georgian Forest

CRGL25
Great Lakes

CRSH12
Southampton

CRSH25
Southampton

CRTM12
Tobermory

CRTM25
Tobermory



35L WHEELED EXPLORER
The 35L Wheeled Explorer is outfitted with a heavy-
duty telescopic handle and large wheels with additional 
clearance that will traverse any terrain. The lid is equipped 
with steel bars for securing extra bags while you’re 
wheeling from the car to the cottage or boat.

FEATURES

• Built-in bars for securing extra gear
• Large, multi-terrain wheels
• Heavy-duty telescopic handle

SPECS

Exterior (LxWxH) 53 x 38 x 50.5 cm 
(20.8 x 14.9 x 19.8 in)

Interior (LxWxH) 39.5 x 22.2 x 39 cm 
(15.5 x 8.7 x 15.3 in)

Empty Weight 11.1 kg (24.4 lb)

MSRP
$399.99

55L CHILLY ICE BOX
A Chilly Moose Classic - the 55L Chilly Ice Box is the gold-
standard of Canadian high performance coolers. With 
plenty of capacity for extended outdoor adventures, yet 
still easily portable for day trips.

FEATURES

• Heavy-duty military grade rope handles
• Quick drain release valve
• Lockable lid and tie down strap slats

SPECS

Exterior (LxWxH) 68 x 37.5 x 41 cm 
(26.8 x 14.8 x 16.1 in)

Interior (LxWxH) 59 x 30 x 32.5 cm 
(23.2 x 11.8 x 12.8 in)

Empty Weight 11.4 kg (25 lb)

MSRP
$369.99

+30up to 
5 days

51

CRCR35W
Canoe Red

CRBO35W
Blaze Orange

CRLS35W
Limestone

CRGF35W
Georgian Forest

CRMS35W
Moonstone

CRGL35W
Great Lakes

CRSH35W
Southampton

CRTM35W
Tobermory

CRBO55
Blaze Orange

CRLS55
Limestone

CRCR55
Canoe Red

CRMS55
Moonstone

CRGL55
Great Lakes

CRSH55
Southampton

CRTM55
Tobermory45up to 

5 days
64



+45up to 
5 days

64

55L WHEELED EXPLORER
The innovative best-selling 55L Wheeled Explorer will change 
the way you adventure outdoors. We’ve taken the tried and 
true features of our 55L Ice Box to the next level - adding  
all-terrain wheels, a dual grip tow handle and built-in steel bars 
for securing and transporting your extra gear. Same superb 
industry-leading ice retention and performance, engineered to 
travel wherever your adventures take you.

FEATURES

• Large, durable all-terrain wheels
• Dual grip handle for easy towing
• Built-in bars for securing extra gear
• Lockable lid and built-in bottle openers 

SPECS

Exterior (LxWxH) 74.7 x 42 x 44.3 cm 
  (29.4 x 16.5 x 17.4 in)
Interior (LxWxH) 56 x 29.5 x 33 cm 
  (22 x 11.6 x 12.9 in)
Empty Weight 14.8 kg (32.6 lb)

MSRP
$499.99

CRLS55W
Limestone

CRCR55W
Canoe Red

CRMS55W
Moonstone

CRGF55W
Georgian Forest

CRGL55W
Great Lakes

CRSH55W
Southampton

CRTM55W
Tobermory

CRBO55W
Blaze Orange



75L CHILLY ICE BOX
The 75L Chilly Ice Box is the ideal large-capacity cooler that 
will keep all your provisions expertly cold for days. Built for 
those extra-long weekends at the cottage, on the boat, at 
hunt camp and beyond.  

FEATURES

• Heavy-duty military grade rope handles
• Quick drain release valve
• Lockable lid and tie down strap slats

SPECS

Exterior (LxWxH) 75 x 43 x 44 cm 
(29.5 x 16.9 x 17.3 in)

Interior (LxWxH) 65.3 x 35.5 x 34 cm 
(25.7 x 14 x 13.4 in)

Empty Weight 13.8 kg (30 lb)

MSRP
$479.99

75L WHEELED EXPLORER
Built granite-tough for all your big adventures, with 
capacity large enough to handle your hunt or your deep 
water catch. All-terrain wheels and heavy-duty tow handle 
make it easy to haul this fully loaded cooler to the truck.

FEATURES

• Heavy-duty tow handle
• Large, all-terrain wheels
• Lockable lid and tie down strap slats

SPECS

Exterior (LxWxH) 87 x 44 x 46 cm 
(34.3 x 17.3 x 18.1 in)

Interior (LxWxH) 70.5 x 30.5 x 35 cm 
(27.8 x 12 x 13.8 in)

Empty Weight 16.5 kg (36.3 lb)

MSRP
$649.99

+65up to 
5 days

90

CRBO75W
Blaze Orange

CRLS75W
Limestone

CRCR75W
Canoe Red

CRMS75W
Moonstone

CRGL75W
Great Lakes

CRSH75W
Southampton

CRTM75W
Tobermory

+65up to 
5 days

90

CRBO75
Blaze Orange

CRLS75
Limestone

CRCR75
Canoe Red

CRMS75
Moonstone

CRGL75
Great Lakes

CRSH75
Southampton

CRTM75
Tobermory



120L WHEELED EXPLORER
AVAILABLE BY SPECIAL ORDER - The 120L Chilly Ice Box 
is designed to handle your epic adventures. Ideal for 
transporting extra large hauls, and the perfect marine 
cooler to show off the size of your catch. This item is 
special order only, please allow for leadtime.

FEATURES

• Heavy-duty tow handle
• Large, all-terrain wheels
• Lockable lid and tie down strap slats

SPECS

Exterior (LxWxH) 104 x 43 x 53 cm 
  (40.9 x 16.9 x 20.8 in)
Interior (LxWxH) 94 x 33 x 41 cm 
  (37 x 12.9 x 16.1 in)
Empty Weight 23 kg (50 lb)

MSRP
$799.99

CRLS120W
Limestone

+75up to 
5 days

196

a cooler adventure



ESSENTIALS KIT - NEW!
Enhance the functionality and convenience of your 
Chilly Ice Box cooler. This all-in-one cooler organization 
kit includes a food-safe cutting board that doubles as 
a divider, an interior dry goods basket and external 
drink holders. 

Available for all models of Chilly Ice Box Coolers and 
Wheeled Explorers (excluding 12L Harbour Bucket).

FEATURES

• Heavy duty Dry Goods Basket
• Food-safe Divider / Cutting board
• Sturdy cup holders, which fit most sizes of Chilly 

Moose drinkware
• Gift-boxed for convenience

CHILLY ICE BOX ACCESSORIES

SKU CRAC25
Fits 25L Ice Box

MSRP
$74.99

SKU CRAC35W
Fits 35L Wheeled

MSRP
$79.99

SKU CRAC55
Fits 55L Ice Box

MSRP
$84.99

SKU CRAC55W
Fits 55L Wheeled

MSRP
$84.99

SKU CRAC75
Fits 75L Ice Box

MSRP
$94.99

SKU CRAC75W
Fits 75L Wheeled

MSRP
$94.99

UNIVERSAL TIE DOWN KIT
Keep your Chilly Ice Box and your hard-earned haul safe, secure during 
transport with the Universal Tie Down Kit. Versatile mounting plates affix to 
virtually any flat, hard, stable surface and connect to heavy duty woven straps. 

KIT INCLUDES

2 x Heavy duty woven straps (106.6 cm / 42 in each)
2 x Mounting plates & screws

SKU CRACTD

MSRP
$49.99



pack like a pro
GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR CHILLY ICE BOX

p r e - c h i l l  b e f o r e  pa c k i n g
Pre-chill the cooler with ice packs or crushed ice at least 1 hour 
before packing. Also, make sure food and drinks are frozen or 
cold before going into the cooler.

u s e  s o l i d  i c e  c u b e s  a n d  i c e  pa c k s
Cubed ice is better for keeping food colder for longer. You 
can fit more of it into available space. More cold ice equals 
less warm air. Pack in as much as possible - right to the top! 
Re-freezable ice packs, such as the Chilly Ice Pack, are great to 
pack directly beside perishables such as frozen meat or dairy.

f o o d  f i r s t ,  i c e  l a s t
Cold air travels downwards. Load your cold drinks and food 
first, then fill to the top with cubed ice. This displaces the 
warmer air and will give you maximum ice retention.

k e e p  o u t  o f  t h e  s u n
Be aware that inside a vehicle can get significantly hotter than 
the outside temperature. Where possible, store your cooler 
outdoors and out of the sun.

k e e p  t h e  l i d  c l o s e d
Only go into it for what you need, then shut and latch the lid 
immediately so you’re not unnecessarily venting cool, beneficial 
air. Consider a separate cooler for frequently accessed items, 
like drinks.

c o o l e r  c a r e
Clean your cooler using mild soap and warm water. Air-dry 
thoroughly  with the lid open before storing to avoid mold and 
mildew.



Embrace the chill with our newest  
Collection of best-selling reusable Drinkware.

frost
white



NEW FOR 2024 
THE FROST WHITE COLLECTION

12OZ BOATHOUSE
DWBHFW12

20OZ KILLARNEY
DWKYFW20

17OZ CANISBAY
DWCBFW17

30OZ GEORGIAN
DWGNFW30

14OZ BRENT
DWINSFW14

*NEW!
24OZ BRUNSWICK

DWBWFW24

*NEW!
40OZ SUMMERHILL

DWSMFW40



chilly moose drinkware
Life is too short for cold coffee and warm beers. 
Elevate your life outdoors with the superior 
performance of reusable Chilly Moose insulated 
tumblers, mugs and bottles, available in a range of 
iconic Canadian colours.

• Pro-grade stainless steel
• Double-wall vacuum insulated
• Reusable, eco-friendly
• Extreme cold and heat retention
• No-sweat exterior
• BPA and toxin free
• Range of sizes to suit every adventure

COLOURS

Blaze Orange

Canoe Red

Georgian Forest *New!

Great Lakes

Frost White *New!

Harbour White

Midnight

Navy

Southampton



12OZ BOATHOUSE
Keep your cool with the reusable 12oz Boathouse Tumbler. 
Designed for wine, but perfect for any beverage, the Boathouse 
will keep your drink at the ideal temperature for as long as you’re 
sipping it.
 
FEATURES

• Clear, removable lid that will fit a reusable straw
• Dimpled bottom for easy grip

MSRP
$27.99

DWBHBO12
Blaze Orange

DWBHBK12
Midnight

DWBHCR12
Canoe Red

DWBHFW12
Frost White

DWBHNV12
Navy

DWBHHW12
Harbour White

DWBHSF12
Southampton

14OZ BRENT 5-IN-1
A Chilly Moose original and top seller for a reason! The innovative 
14oz Brent acts as a 5-in-1 Insulator and Tumbler. Includes the 
insulator ring, clear sliding tumbler lid and a re-freezable Chilly 
Ice Puck for extra chill. Gift boxed.
 
UNIQUE 5-IN-1 DESIGN

• Standard Can
• Tall Boy
• Slim Can
• Standard long neck Bottle
• Transitions to 14oz Tumbler

MSRP
$34.99

DWINSCR14
Canoe Red

DWINSFW14
Frost White

DWINSBO14
Blaze Orange

DWINSBK14
Midnight

DWINSGF14
Georgian Forest

DWINSGL14
Great Lakes

DWINSNV14
Navy

DWINSHW14
Harbour White

DWINSSF14
Southampton



savour life at the  
perfect temperature

17OZ CANISBAY
Our 17oz Canisbay Mug is designed for life in the great Canadian 
outdoors. Your favourite drinks will stay reliably hot or cold, 
whether you’re enjoying them at home, on the go or at the 
cottage. Extra wide mouth makes the Canisbay great for 
campfire chili, soups or stews!

FEATURES

• Spill resistant clear sliding lid
• Tapered base fits into most cup holders

that accommodate a handle
• Extra-wide mouth for easy cleaning

SPECS

Width Top 9.6 cm (3.8 in)
Base 7.9 cm (3.1 in)

Height 13 cm (5.1in)
Weight  330 g (11.6 oz)

MSRP
$34.99

DWCBCR17
Canoe Red

DWCBFW17
Frost White

DWCBBO17
Blaze Orange

DWCBGF17
Georgian Forest

DWCBBK17
Midnight

DWCBGL17
Great Lakes

DWCBNV17
Navy

DWCBHW17
Harbour White

DWCBSF17
Southampton



20OZ KILLARNEY
The best-selling 20oz Killarney Tumbler is everyone’s go-to for 
a reason. Durable, portable, eco-friendly and reliably hot or cold 
for as long as you need. Ditch the flimsy disposable cup and get 
your hands on the reusable, insulated Killarney Tumbler.

FEATURES

• Spill-resistant lid
• Closable lid tab that fits a reusable straw
• Easy to clean

SPECS

Width Top 8.8 cm (3.5 in)
Base 7.3 cm (2.8 in)

Height 17.4 cm (6.6in)
Weight  280 g (9.9 oz)

MSRP
$29.99

DWKYCR20
Canoe Red

DWKYFW20
Frost White

DWKYGF20
Georgian Forest

DWKYBO20
Blaze Orange

DWKYBK20
Midnight

DWKYGL20
Great Lakes

DWKYNV20
Navy

DWKYHW20
Harbour White

DWKYSF20
Southampton

30OZ GEORGIAN
Enjoy your adventure a little longer with the 30oz Georgian 
Tumbler. Engineered to keep your drinks expertly hot or cold  
for hours on end, and tapered to fit most cup holders.

FEATURES

• Spill resistant flip top lid that clips open
• Closable lid tab that fits a reusable straw
• Easy to clean
• Tapered base fits most cup holders

SPECS

Width Top 10.1 cm (4 in)
Base 7.4 cm (2.9 in)

Height 20.1 cm (7.9 in)
Weight  353 g (12.5 oz)

MSRP
$36.99

DWGNCR30
Canoe Red

DWGNFW30
Frost White

DWGNBO30
Blaze Orange

DWGNBK30
Midnight

DWGNGL30 
Great Lakes

DWGNGF30 
Georgian Forest

DWGNNV30
Navy

DWGNSF30
Southampton

DWGNHW30
Harbour White



DWBWCR24
Canoe Red

DWBWFW24
Frost White

DWBWBO24
Blaze Orange

DWBWBK24
Midnight

DWBWGL24
Great Lakes

DWBWNV24
Navy

DWWTHW25
Harbour White

DWSF24
Southampton

24OZ BRUNSWICK - NEW!
We’ve levelled up hydration with the new 24oz Brunswick Bottle. Designed 
for quick, easy pouring, drinking and cleaning. Reassuringly leak-proof, 
reusable and reliably cold or hot for as long as you need. The flip screw-cap 
chug spout holds itself open while you drink, and stays attached so you 
never have to worry about losing your lid again. The extra-wide mouth 
makes refilling and cleaning a breeze, and the removable interior lid gaskets 
allow you to deep clean and easily reassemble. 

FEATURES

• Leak-proof, easy to open, easy to clean
• Flip screw-cap chug spout, holds itself open
• Removable lid gas
• Cupholder compatiible
• Sturdy handle for carrying or carabiner hooks

MSRP
$34.99

NEW FOR 2024



welcome to the party

40OZ SUMMERHILL - NEW!
Hydrate in style with the new 40oz Summerhill Tumbler. Perfectly 
portable, holding an impressive 40 ounces so you can enjoy 
more while refilling less. Cup-holder friendly, with a comfortable 
ergonomic handle and splash-resistant screw top lid. Includes a 
silicone-tipped stainless steel straw, which can be easily removed 
for cleaning.

Available in limited release colours for 2024.

FEATURES

• Cup-holder friendly
• Ergonomic handle & leak-resistant lid
• Removable silicone-tipped stainless straw
• BPA and toxin free

MSRP
$46.99

DWSMFW40
Frost White

DWSMGF40
Georgian Forest 

DWSMTS40
Thistle



64OZ PORTAGE
The 64oz Portage Canteen is the ultimate adventure companion 
and mega-hydrator. Able to hold hot or cold beverages at the 
perfect temperature and easy to transport with the spill-proof lid 
and handle. 

FEATURES

• Lid is interchangable with Brunswick Bottle!
• Leak proof carry handle lid
• Fully-sealing twist top lid
• Easy to clean, extra wide mouth

SPECS

Width Top 7 cm (2.8 in)
Base 12.5 cm (4.9 in)

Height 27 cm (10.6 in)
Weight  862 g (30.4 oz)

MSRP
$64.99

DWPCCR64
Canoe Red

DWPCGL64
Great Lakes

DWPCBK64
Midnight

DWHHBKSET
Midnight

DWHHCRSET
Canoe Red

DWHHSFSET
Southampton

DWHHFWSET
Frost White

DWHHHWSET
Harbour White

HAPPY HOUR COMPANION
Take your favourite vintage on the go without the worry of glass. 
Keep wine, or any drink, at the perfect temperature from sip to 
sunset and beyond. A pair of 12oz Boathouse Tumblers and a 
matching 25oz Wellington Bottle (which fits a full bottle of wine!)
Gift boxed.

SET INCLUDES

• 1  x 25oz Wellington Bottle - fits a bottle of wine!
• 2 x 12oz Boathouse Tumblers
• Silicone collapsible funnel

SPECS OF GIFT BOX

Height 34.5 cm (13.6 in)
Width 22 cm (8.7 in)
Depth  9 cm (3.5 in)
Weight  1 kg (35.3 oz)

MSRP
$69.99



Enhance your enjoyment and functionality of the  
20oz Killarney Tumbler with the NEW Magnetic Slider Lid. 

This premium, ultra-durable lid has a unique removable, 
magnetic slider that glides open and closed with ease (and 
won’t hit your nose while drinking!). The slider is easily 
removed from the lid so all components can be deeply 
cleaned.

Currently available for the 20oz Killarney Tumbler.

FEATURES

• Removable magnetic slider
• Easy to clean slider and lid
• Premium durable plastic, BPA and toxin free
• Reliably splash resistant

MSRP SKU: DWMAGLID20 

$12.00

20OZ MAGNETIC SLIDER LID - NEW!

CHILLY THE MOOSE - NEW!
Meet Chilly, the Moose: a friendly and snuggly 
companion to tag along wherever your next 
journey takes you!

SPECS

• 100% polyester
• (LWD) 43 x 15 x 7.6 cm (17 x 6 x 3 in)

MSRP SKU: CGMOOSE

$25.00

THERE’S A NEW ADVENTURE 
BUDDY ON THE BLOCK!



EMBRACE THE OUTDOORS



TOFINO OUTDOOR BLANKET 
& WRAP - NEW!
Whether you’re chilling around the campfire or snuggling up 
indoors to binge your favourite show, the lightweight versatile 
Tofino Blanket & Wrap has got you covered - literally. Fasten the 
Clip to wrap yourself in coziness for convenient hands-free use. 
Available in a range of Canadiana styles, easy to clean and quick 
to pack away in a matching bag.

FEATURES

• Easy to clean, wipeable shell with fleece on reverse
• Use as a blanket, or fasten with clip for cape-style wrap
• Packs conveniently into matching stuff sack
• Use both outdoors or indoors
• 100% polyester

SPECS

Blanket 140 x 200 cm (55 x 78 in)
Packed 22.8 x 45.7 cm (9 x 18 in)
Weight 1.6 kg (3.6 lb)

MSRP
$125.00

CGTBCAMP
Camp

CGTBPACIFIC
Pacific

CGTBEVERGREEN
Evergreen

CGTBPEAKS
Peaks

CGTBPLAID
Moose Plaid

CGTBROAD
Road Trip

CGTBGALIANO
Galiano

CGTBROCKY
Rocky



CGGNASH-SM
CGGNASH-LG

Ash

CHILLY MOOSE APPAREL - NEW!

NORTHERN RETREAT TRUCKER HAT
Our Northern Retreat Cap is a classic trucker style hat, made 
with breathable cotton and premium mesh, for a soft, mid-profile 
fit. 50% cotton / 50% polyester. Embroidered patch. Curved bill. 
Snap back. OS

MSRP
$20.00

HARBOUR HAT
A summertime essential - the classic bucket hat. 100% cotton. 
Leather patch. Available in two sizes: S/M and L/XL.

SKU 
CGBUCKET-MED
CGBUCKET-LG

MSRP
$25.00

GO NORTH FLEX-FIT CAP
Keep it casual with the Go North Cap and feel like everyday is the 
Friday of a long weekend. Available in two sizes: S/M and L/XL. 
Closed back, stretch fit, moisture-wicking elastic stretch band, 
structured pre-curved bill. Embroidered patch.

MSRP
$20.00

CGGNFW-SM
CGGNFW-LG
Frost White

CGGNBL-SM
CGGNBL-LG

Midnight

CGNRTK
Northern Retreat



CANADIAN ORIGINAL BALLCAP
Forever a classic, eh hoser? The Canadian Original cotton ballcap 
with smart leather details. 100% cotton. Adjustable leather strap. 
Pre-curved bill. Leather patch. OS

MSRP
$20.00

SKI BUNNY TOQUE
Aprés all day in the Ski Bunny toque. Ultra soft and cozy with the 
perfect poof. Cuffed hem with leather logo detail. Ribbed fit, cozy 
fleece interior. Good stretch one size fits most. 100% premium 
acrylic. 

SKU 
CGSKIBNY

MSRP
$25.00

CHILLY BEANIE
Stay warm and stylish with the new Chilly Beanie. Wear it cuffed 
or long and perfectly slouchy. Cuffed hem with leather logo 
detail. Tight-knit, cozy and warm. Good stretch one size fits most.
100% premium acrylic.    

MSRP
$20.00

CGCOCR
Canoe Red

CGCONV
Navy

CGCOLCN
Lichen

CGCOTSL
Thistle

CGBNASH
Ash

CGBNBRK
Bark

CGBNTSL
Thistle



Chilly Moose products are 
exclusively distributed by:

Georgian Bay Leisure Distributors Ltd.
252 King St., Unit 4, Barrie, ON L4N 6H4

To become an authorized dealer: 
1-866-415-8159

info@georgianbayleisure.com

Experience a cooler adventure.
www.chillymoose.ca

© 2024 Chilly Moose Ltd. All rights reserved.




